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COMPONENT 1 Section B: Written language 
 


 AO1 AO2 AO3 


Section B 15 marks 15 marks 20 marks 


 
 


 
02 Analyse and evaluate the use of language in the text as an example of travel writing. 


[50] 
 


In your response you should explore: 
 


• the features that are typical of travel writing 
• how language is used to describe Berlin and its history. 


 
 
There will be a range of different approaches to this question, but discussion should focus on the 
use of language typical of travel writing, including descriptions of Berlin and its history.  Responses 
should apply appropriate methods of language analysis, and should show critical understanding of 
the linguistic concepts underpinning travel writing.  Since AO3 is worth two-fifths of the marks for 
this question, the ways in which contextual factors and language features shape meaning should 
be addressed.  Look for and reward all valid discussion. 
 
Overview 
 
In an engaging tone typical of travel writing, this text provides an insider’s account of the city of 
Berlin and its appeal to visitors. The writer adopts a bird’s eye view of the city and its cultural and 
architectural landmarks, comparing it to other international cities with a similar profile, such as New 
York, Paris and London. Descriptions of the city tend to focus on its seeming lack of appeal to 
connoisseurs of modern city life: its architecture is undistinguished rather than aesthetically 
pleasing or striking; this approach reinforces the conceit of the piece, namely that Berlin is like a 
Cinderella city of unobvious beauty and appeal, whose charm lies in its historical significance and 
its trendy transformation into a hive of bohemian energy.  
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The following notes address features of interest which may be explored, but it is important 
to reward all valid discussion. 
 
Medium 
• the use of headline to introduce the cultural conceit of Cinderella 
 
Content 
• the organisation of the content: introducing the conceit of Berlin being the Cinderella of 


European capitals; describing at length its shortcomings compared to other prominent cities; 
finally emphasising the specific and unique appeal of Berlin as the locus of a complex set of 
historical and cultural confluences 


• semantic fields: of international architecture e.g. the domes of Rome, the zinc roofs of Paris, 
the skylines of Manhattan, Chicago or even Frankfurt; of nature e.g. sea, horizon and canyons; 
of Berlin’s history e.g. the world metropolis of the 1920’s, capital of the Third Reich and the 
Wall city 


• predominantly description and some opinion. 
 
Register 
• relatively formal tenor e.g. standard English used throughout; polysyllabic lexis; however, some 


elision e.g. … it isn’t to establish the writer’s relatable persona 
• the use of direct address to establish the relationship between reader and writer e.g. the 


second person pronoun you used to engage the reader in the opinions conveyed as a feature 
typical of travel writing  


• lexis used suggests a specific target audience i.e. those interested in immersing themselves in 
the social and cultural history of a city e.g. egregious crimes of the last century and divided for 
twenty-eight years before finally being reunified. 


 
Lexis and Semantics 
• proper nouns e.g. international travel destinations Rome, New York, London, Paris; local 


places and landmarks e.g. Hackescher Markt, Mitte, Reichstag and the Funkturm; architect of 
modern Berlin landmarks Sir Norman Foster 


• abstract noun phrases which create a sense of historical specificity e.g. East German era, the 
Wall City 


• abstract nouns and noun phrases which convey a sense of the rebirth of the city e.g. restored 
horse-drawn chariot, newly populated horizon, extreme transformation and appeal 


• concrete noun phrases which describe the city e.g. linden trees and a glass dome 
• lexis associated with a metropolis e.g. cityscape, domes, financial district, nightlife district, 


cathedral 
• use of third person to establish a bird’s eye perspective e.g. the view and its history 
• complements used to establish the conceit of a Cinderella city e.g. Berlin is not beautiful; Berlin 


is the Cinderella of European capitals 
• critical evaluative adjectives e.g. modest, atrocious, homogenous, provincial 
• present tense stative verbs e.g. It isn’t and This is … to describe, which is a typical feature of 


travel writing; some use of past tense verbs to establish a sense of history e.g. They began 
and were hatched 


• figurative language e.g. metaphors of nature to establish a sense of the place being described 
architectural canyons, sea of buildings 


• numerical determiners to convey a sense of the scale of the city’s landmarks e.g. 1,207-foot-
tall Fensehturm 


• use of reported speech to establish a sense of mixed identity (good and bad) e.g. ‘the world 
metropolis of the 1920s’ and ‘the Wall city’. 
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Form and Structure 
• modified noun phrases (head word underlined) to suggest Berlin’s shortcomings e.g. modest 


height and provincial capital 
• simple sentence to make a virtue out of a seeming shortcoming e.g. Admittedly, they have the 


better view; to convey a final emphatic sense of Berlin’s peculiar appeal as a travel destination 
e.g. Hardly any other… 


• fronted adverbials to convey a sense of space and of historical division in the city e.g. To the 
west… and …to the east…; to convey a sense of the emerging sense of identity e.g. 
Tentatively… 


• listing: syndetic e.g. …the domes of Room…or the architectural canyons of New York and 
asyndetic e.g. no pool…no penthouse casino…, to convey how Berlin does not obviously meet 
the architectural standards set by other great modern cities 


• hypophora e.g. If beauty isn’t the point of Berlin, then what is? Part of Berlin’s appeal… 
• patterning e.g. no financial district…no venerable centuries-old cathedral… 
• subordination e.g. where the most egregious crimes of the last century were hatched, to 


acknowledge Berlin’s dark past 
• parenthesis e.g. to elaborate or even atrocious, to translate Radio Tower, to aid cohesion the 


afore-mentioned Radio Tower. 
 
Pragmatics 
• extract from the opening chapter of a book of travel writing  
• references to history and politics 
• references to architecture 
• references to international travel 
• references to fairy tale in the underpinning conceit. 
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Assessment Grid Component 1 Section B 
 
 


 
BAND 


AO1 
Apply appropriate methods of 


language analysis, using 
associated terminology and 
coherent written expression. 


AO2 
Demonstrate critical understanding 
of language concepts and issues 


relevant to language use. 


AO3 
Analyse and evaluate how 


contextual factors and 
language features are 
associated with the 


construction of meaning. 


15 marks 15 marks 20 marks 


5 13-15 marks 
• Intelligent methods of 


analysis 
• Confident use of 


terminology 
• Perceptive discussion of 


texts 
• Coherent and effective 


expression   


13-15 marks 
• Detailed understanding of 


concepts (e.g. travel writing) 
• Perceptive discussion of issues 


(e.g. Berlin’s problematic history 
and modern appeal) 


• Relevant and concise textual 
support 


17-20 marks 
• Confident analysis of 


contextual factors 
• Productive discussion 


of the construction of 
meaning 


• Intelligent evaluation 


4 10-12 marks 
• Appropriate methods of 


analysis 
• Secure use of terminology 
• Thorough discussion of 


texts 
• Expression generally 


accurate and clear 


10-12 marks 
• Secure understanding of 


concepts (e.g. travel writing) 
• Some focused discussion of 


issues (e.g. Berlin’s problematic 
history and modern appeal) 


• Consistent apt textual support 


13-16 marks 
• Secure analysis of 


contextual factors 
• Thorough discussion of 


the construction of 
meaning 


• Purposeful evaluation 


3 7-9 marks 
• Sensible methods of 


analysis 
• Generally sound use of 


terminology 
• Competent discussion of 


texts 
• Mostly accurate expression 


with some lapses 


7-9 marks 
• Sound understanding of 


concepts (e.g. travel writing) 
• Sensible discussion of issues 


(e.g. Berlin’s problematic history 
and modern appeal) 


• Generally appropriate textual 
support 


9-12 marks 
• Sensible analysis of 


contextual factors 
• Generally clear 


discussion of the 
construction of meaning 


• Relevant evaluation 


2 4-6 marks 
• Basic methods of analysis 
• Some accurate terminology  
• Uneven discussion of texts 
• Adequate expression, with 


some accuracy  


4-6 marks 
• Some understanding of 


concepts (e.g. travel writing) 
• Simple discussion of issues 


(e.g. Berlin’s history and 
appeal) 


• Some points supported by 
textual references 


5-8 marks 
• Some valid analysis of 


contextual factors 
• Simple discussion of 


the construction of 
meaning 


• Some attempt to 
evaluate 


1 1-3 marks 
• Limited methods of analysis 
• Limited use of terminology 
• Some discussion of texts 
• Errors in expression and 


lapses in clarity 


1-3 marks 
• Some simple points made about 


concepts (e.g. travel writing) 
• Limited discussion of issues 


(e.g. Berlin’s history and 
appeal) 


• Limited textual support 


4 marks 
• Some awareness of 


context 
• Limited sense of how 


meaning is constructed 
• Limited evaluation 


0 0 marks: Response not credit worthy 
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COMPONENT 1: Analysis of Texts in Context 
 


Section A: Spoken Language of the Media 
 


 AO1 AO2 AO4 


Section A 15 marks 15 marks 20 marks 


 
 
 


01 Analyse how the conversations in Text A and Text B show experts using language to 
inform and interact with their audiences. 


[50] 
 


In your response you should:  
•  consider how the experts use specialist language to describe the products  
•  explore the spoken language features which engage the audiences  
•  include some discussion of similarities and/or differences between the texts. 


 
 


 
There will be a range of different approaches to this question, but discussion should focus on how 
the speakers explain their area of expertise and the kind of language they use.  Responses should 
apply appropriate methods of language analysis, and should show critical understanding of spoken 
language concepts and of televised conversations with experts as a genre.  Since AO4 is worth 
two-fifths of the marks for this question, connections across the texts should be explored.  Look for 
and reward all valid discussion. 
 
Overview 
 
Text A is a spontaneous conversation between an antiques expert and a female member of the 
public who has brought a Fabergé cigarette box, an antique family heirloom, for him to value. The 
expert’s explanation of the object consists of a detailed description that emphasises the 
craftsmanship of the object and its aesthetic appeal, and hints at its cultural and historical value as 
an artifact. The conversation builds towards the expert’s authentication of this piece as a Fabergé, 
which immediately confers upon it an elevated status, highly collectible for aficionados of such 
objects, despite it being viewed as out of date given contemporary attitudes to smoking. Text B, 
meanwhile, is another ostensibly spontaneous conversation between Sunday Brunch host Tim 
Lovejoy, drinks expert Gareth Evans and pop singer Una Healy. As with Text A, the conversation 
consists of Evans’ description of the cocktail’s principal ingredients, prominent among these 
ingredients being the unusual fruit, the quince, which is used in the name of the cocktail as a pun 
which invokes the fruit’s place as a medieval ingredient which has been re-purposed to give it a 
modern twist. 
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Notes 
 
The following notes address features of interest that may be explored, but it is important to 
reward all valid discussion. 
 
Genre 
• the situation e.g. televised conversations with experts where the conversation is structured 


around a description of an object of expertise and explaining its origins and functions; the 
presence of a host in Text B and the absence of one in Text A 


• the function of the expert in setting the agenda of the conversation in Text A, compared with 
the agenda-setting of the host in Text B, where the expert is a guest 


• turn-taking and the relationship between participants 
• the importance of engaging the audience(s) and understanding the different ways these 


audiences might perceive the contributions of the speakers 
• the similarities in the ways the speakers refer to objects using abstract nouns such as 


decoration (Text A) and sourness (Text B) to signify the respective objects’ appeal  
• the use of formality in Text A versus the light-hearted tone in Text B 
• the use of deixis (Text A) to reflect the appearance of the object (a cigarette box) and props 


(object is visible to audience), and in Text B to refer to the cocktail. 
 


Prosodics 
• an awareness of similarities regarding rising intonation in descriptions to draw attention to key 


attitudes e.g. the object’s value and aesthetic appeal made of ↗silver (Text A) and to highlight 
the appeal of local English ingredients apple cider ↗brandy (Text B) 


• an awareness of the differences in pitch e.g. raised ↑don’t taste yet↑ (Text B) to mark 
excitement and spontaneity; level pitch in Text A to reflect the more formal nature of the 
interaction and the polished nature of the format 


• an awareness of similarities and differences re. emphatic stress e.g. blu:::e and polished to 
construct object’s aesthetic appeal and value (Text A); to draw attention to historical 
ingredients which have been made trendy quince and mead (Text B) 


• the extensive use of micropauses and timed pauses in Text A to reflect the expert’s desire to 
be precise in his descriptions or to build excitement for the final reveal of the monogram which 
authenticates the object as a Fabergé; in Text B to reflect the more spontaneous and 
seemingly unplanned nature of the conversation or to reflect a lack of certainty from the expert 


• fillers e.g. you know (Text B) to convey the expert’s nerves and lack of experience 
• prolonged speech for emphasis e.g. ↗blu:::e and Cza:::r (Text A) to reflect the vocal 


mannerisms of the expert. 
 
Register 
• relative formality in Text A as opposed to informality in Text B 
• creation of a relaxed but formal mood in Text A and a constructed spontaneous mood in Text B 
• terms of address e.g. use of the direct address you to involve the member of the public and to 


include her contributions in the description of the object (Text A); you’re (Text B) to involve the 
guest in tasting the cocktail 


• interactions between expert and guest in Text A; between host, expert and guest in Text B 
• colloquialism in Text B to create informality e.g. /kɒz/, cheers and /gʌnnə/ to reflect the informal 


nature of the conversation; absence of colloquialism in Text A to reflect relative formality 
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Lexis and Semantics 
• subject-specific words linked to the object of expertise: concrete nouns of valuable artefacts 


e.g. kokoshnik and monogram (Text A); concrete nouns of cocktail-making e.g. mead, liqueur 
and brandy (Text B) 


• nouns: linked to numismatic value e.g. silver, enamel and diamonds (Text A); to connote 
authenticity e.g. Herming and  Fabergé (Text A); the ingredients and flavour e.g. juice, honey 
and sourness (Text B); related to resurrecting and reinventing the past e.g. mead and flagons 
(Text B); describing the past e.g. grandfather and Cza::r (Text A); to convey social class e.g. 
rich and poor (Text B) 


• lexical fields: of jewellery and craftsmanship in Text A e.g. diamonds, decoration, monogram, 
enamel; of regions in Text B e.g. Somerset, UK and EU; of fruit e.g. lemon, quince, apple (Text 
B); of Russia in Text A e.g. Cza::r and rouble 


• modification: linked to scale e.g. this little lip, little stamp and a little tiny monogram (Text A); 
linked to decoration e.g. circular disc, blu::e enamel and very smooth almost wet (.) polished 
(.) covering (Text A); linked to opinion e.g. simple piece  and very nice (Text A); to convey 
origin e.g. some nice British ingredients (Text B); to convey seasonality e.g nice seasonal 
product (Text B) 


• adverbs: to convey object’s preciousness e.g. carefully (Text A); to place emphasis e.g. really 
and essentially (Text B); for agreement e.g. exactly (Text B); to direct the conversation now 
and well (Text A); so (Text B) 


• proper nouns: first person plural we to establish the relationship between participants in both 
texts; second person singular you to establish the relationship between expert and member of 
the public in Text A, and to establish the relationship between host and expert in Text B 


• elision to create informality e.g. that’s (Text A); it’s and you’re (Text B) 
• pun to convey playfulness e.g. Robin Hood Quince of Thieves (Text B) 
• time scale: in Text A to create a sense of historical precision e.g. about 1900 and the Cza::r; to 


convey historical imprecision in Text B e.g. you know hundreds and hundreds of years ago  
• modal verbs: to politely direct the conversation e.g. shall we (Text A); to describe actions e.g. 


we’ll (Text B); to introduce humour e.g. might need it one day (Text A) 
 
Form and Structure (typical of genre) 
• some non-fluency in Text B to reflect spontaneity e.g.false starts e.g. yeah I’m making this one 


(.) only be making this one... (Text B) 
• elliptical e.g. flagons of mead or something (Text B); for emphasis very nice indeed (Text A) 
• use of complements: to convey opinion e.g. it’s quite a simple piece really (Text A); it’s a nice 


seasonal product (Text B) 
• interruptions: to support e.g. yes (.) yes it is (Text A); to concur e.g. that’s the important bit 


(Text B); to control the agenda e.g. ↑don’t taste yet↑ (Text B) 
• repetition for emphasis e.g. lip (Text A) and drink (Text B) 
• some complex utterances e.g. which I’m really delighted to more than… (Text A) and it would 


be something that Robin Hood and his Merry Men would have been drinking… (Text B) 
• grammatical mood: mainly declarative but some interrogative and imperative to reflect the 


expert setting the agenda or guiding the conversation in Text A and to convey the host’s 
control over the agenda in Text B 


• hedging in Text B e.g. trying to sort of bring it back to reflect the expert’s lack of experience on 
television, in comparison to the confidence of the host and compared to the expert in Text A 


 
Pragmatics 
• subject expertise 
• references to the past 
• humour 
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Assessment Grid Component 1 Section A 
 


 
BAND 


AO1 
Apply appropriate methods of 


language analysis, using 
associated terminology and 
coherent written expression. 


AO2 
Demonstrate critical understanding 
of concepts and issues relevant to 


language use. 


AO4 
Explore connections across 
texts, informed by linguistic 


concepts and methods 


15 marks  15 marks 20 marks 


5 13-15 marks 
• Intelligent methods of 


analysis 
• Confident use of terminology 
• Perceptive discussion of 


texts 
• Coherent and effective 


expression 


13-15 marks 
• Detailed understanding of 


concepts (e.g. conversations 
with experts) 


• Perceptive discussion of issues 
(e.g. social and cultural history) 


• Relevant and concise textual 
support 


17-20 marks 
• Subtle connections 


established between 
texts 


• Perceptive overview  
• Effective use of linguistic 


knowledge 


4 10-12 marks 
• Appropriate methods of 


analysis 
• Secure use of terminology 
• Thorough discussion of texts 
• Expression generally 


accurate and clear 


10-12 marks 
• Secure understanding of 


concepts (e.g. conversations 
with experts) 


• Some focused discussion of 
issues (e.g. social and cultural 
history) 


• Consistent apt textual support 


13-16 marks 
• Purposeful connections 


between texts 
• Focused overview  
• Relevant use of linguistic 


knowledge 


3 7-9 marks 
• Sensible methods of analysis 
• Generally sound use of 


terminology 
• Competent discussion of 


texts 
• Mostly accurate expression 


with some lapses 


 7-9 marks 
• Sound understanding of 


concepts (e.g. expertise) 
• Sensible discussion of issues 


(e.g. historical details) 
• Generally appropriate textual 


support 


9-12 marks 
• Sensible connections 


between texts 
• Competent overview  
• Generally sound use of 


linguistic knowledge 


2 4-6 marks 
• Basic methods of analysis 
• Some accurate terminology  
• Uneven discussion of texts 
• Adequate expression, with 


some accuracy 


4-6 marks 
• Some understanding of 


concepts (e.g. expertise) 
• Simple discussion of issues 


(e.g. historical details) 
• Some points supported by 


textual references 


5-8 marks 
• Some basic connections 


between texts 
• Broad overview  
• Some valid use of 


linguistic knowledge 


1 1-3 marks 
• Limited methods of analysis 
• Limited use of terminology 
• Some discussion of texts 
• Errors in expression and 


lapses in clarity 


1-3 marks 
• One or two simple points made 


about concepts (e.g. expertise) 
• Limited discussion of issues 


(e.g. historical details) 
• Limited textual support 


1-4 marks 
• Some links made 


between texts 
• Vague overview 
• Undeveloped use of 


linguistic knowledge with 
errors 


0 0 marks: Response not credit worthy 
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Section B: Written language


Answer the following question.


The text on page 7 is an extract from the opening chapter of a 2014 book of travel writing, Berlin 
Now: The Rise of the City and the Fall of the Wall, in which the author Peter Schneider introduces 
the city to the reader.


© WJEC CBAC Ltd.


  2. Analyse and evaluate the use of language in the text as an example of travel writing.
 [50]


 In your response you should explore: 


 • the features that are typical of travel writing
 • how language is used to describe Berlin and its history.
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TEXT: Berlin travel writing


Cinderella Berlin
It isn’t all that easy to answer the question of why, for some time now, Berlin has been one of 
the most popular cities in the world. It’s not on account of its beauty, for Berlin is not beautiful; 
Berlin is the Cinderella of European capitals.


Gazing out from a roof deck here, you won’t see anything like the domes of Rome, the zinc 
roofs of Paris, or the architectural canyons of New York. There is nothing spectacular, in any 
way exciting – or even atrocious – about the view. No pool on the seventy second floor, no 
palm garden at a dizzying height, no penthouse casino high above the rooftops promising 
an exhilarating plunge from the terrace to the gambler who has just suffered an unbearable 
loss. What unfolds before the viewer is a homogenous cityscape of four-to-six-storey buildings 
whose red pitched roofs didn’t originally come equipped with penthouses or sumptuous roof 
decks. It was only thirty years ago, not long before the fall of the Wall1, that West Berliners 
discovered that life above the city’s chestnut and linden trees was significantly better than life 
in their shadow. Tentatively, they began to carve windows and terraces into the roofs. This is 
where they now dwell, at a modest height, between the occasional hotel and office high-rise, 
whose architecture on the whole seems to have been inspired by a shoe box stood on its end. 
To the west, the Eiffel Tower’s little brother, known as the Funkturm (Radio Tower), rises above 
the sea of buildings; to the east, the 1,207-foot-tall Fernsehturm (TV Tower) glimmers on the 
horizon, the afternoon sunlight etching a gleaming cross into its steel sphere.


Those living in the new city centre, Mitte, had to wait for Berlin’s two halves to be reunited 
before converting their attics. Admittedly, they have the better view. They look out on to several 
metropolitan icons: the gilded dome of the reconstructed synagogue Hackescher Markt and, 
beyond that, the Reichstag2, its historical weight lightened by Sir Norman Foster’s addition of 
a glass dome, and the restored horse-drawn chariot of the Brandenburg Gate, swept clean of 
the dust of the East German era. 


Compared to the skylines of Manhattan, Chicago, or even Frankfurt, Berlin’s newly populated 
horizon still comes across as the silhouette of a provincial capital. In every other way as well, 
seen from above, Berlin lacks everything that makes a big city. It has no financial district like 
Manhattan or London, no venerable, centuries-old cathedral like Cologne or Paris, no notorious 
nightlife district like Hamburg. Even Berlin’s ‘Eiffel Tower’ – the afore-mentioned Radio Tower – 
is merely a modest copy of the Paris original.


If beauty isn’t the point, then what is? Part of Berlin’s appeal seems to be its history – both the 
good and the atrocious: Berlin, ‘the world metropolis of the 1920s,’ home to an international 
bohemian crowd; Berlin, the ‘capital of the Third Reich,’ where the most egregious crimes of 
the last century were hatched; Berlin, ‘the Wall city,’ divided for twenty-eight years before finally 
being reunified. Hardly any other city has experienced such extreme transformation in the last 
hundred years.


© WJEC CBAC Ltd.
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END OF PAPER


1Wall: the Berlin Wall, a ten feet high wall erected in 1961 to divide the east and west of Berlin
2Reichstag: German parliament building
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Section A: Spoken Language of the Media


Answer the following question.


The two texts on pages 4 and 5 are examples of conversations with experts, which featured on 
popular Sunday television programmes. 


© WJEC CBAC Ltd.


1. Analyse how the conversations in Text A and Text B show experts using language 
to inform and interact with their audiences. [50]


 In your response you should: 


 • consider how the experts use specialist language to describe the products
 • explore the spoken language features which engage the audiences 
 • include some discussion of similarities and/or differences between the texts.


KEY TO TRANSCRIPTION


(.)  micropause
(2)  timed pause
↗from  rising intonation
↑don’t taste yet↑  raised pitch
Cza:::r  stretched or prolonged speech sound
be.   incomplete word
box  emphatic stress
/gʌnnə/    phonetic spelling
//    overlap
=    latch-on


N.B.  Phonemic symbols are used to reflect non-standard pronunciations. A list of phonemic symbols 
is printed on page 2 for reference.
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TEXT A: Antiques Roadshow conversation about a cigarette box


This extract is taken from the popular BBC1 Sunday evening programme Antiques Roadshow, where 
members of the public bring their family heirlooms to be valued by antiques experts. In this clip, expert 
John Benjamin talks about an antique cigarette box designed by the famous and highly collectable 
Russian jeweller Fabergé. 


JB: John Benjamin        FG: Female Guest


© WJEC CBAC Ltd.


JB: now for those of us (.) /ɜ:m/ who think what sort of thing is this it is a cigarette box 
FG: that’s right 
JB: made at a time when people still smoked (2) but this is made in around about 1900 (.) /ɜ:m/ 


now I know a little bit about it but I’d like you to tell me (.) a little (.) more that I can add to so 
first of all where’s it come ↗from


FG: comes (.) through my family my grandfather received it (.) we were told in the family from the 
Cza:::r1 but of course not directly I’m sure 


JB: well let’s have a look (.) it’s (.) made of ↗silver (.) there is a little circular disc in the middle and 
it is blu:::e enamel (.) decoration (.) and what enamel that ↗is because (.) it’s (.)↗covered in 
this very smooth almost wet (.) polished (.) covering of royal blue 


FG: yeah
JB: and (.) of course when you look carefully you see that the background to the blue are all 


these little individual wavy lines (1) it’s quite a simple piece really // as far as the construction’s
FG:         // yes (.) yes it is
JB: concerned the middle (.) and you mentioned Russia (.) well that’s quite right (.) it’s the rare 


Catherine the Great rouble2 
FG: that’s right (.) // I was always told it was a rouble
JB:  // gold rouble (.) you were told that
FG: yeah
JB: let’s look inside it shall we (2) first of all (1) diamonds in this little lip (1) when I lift up the 


little lip (3) inside we have (.) which I’m really delighted to more than anything else it is the 
original cigarette that’s been left there


FG: yes (.) might need it one day
JB: /ɜ:m/ (.) now looking at the marks inside the box /ɜ:m/ (.) just down here we see (.) that there 


is a /ɜ:m/ little stamp of a woman’s head in profile called in Russian a // kokoshnik
FG:         // ↗oh (.) oh right
JB: the mark on the right of that has got a little tiny monogram3 which is the (.) work of a man 


called Herming who was a craftsman working for Fabergé =
FG: = Fabergé
JB: and sure enough on the right hand side of that (.) the Fabergé stamp there (.) very nice 


indeed


1Cza:::r: an emperor of Russia before 1917
2rouble: unit of Russian currency
3monogram: a motif of two or more interwoven letters, typically a person’s initials, used either to 
identify a personal possession or as a logo
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TEXT B: Sunday Brunch conversation about cocktail making  


This extract is taken from the Channel Four Sunday morning magazine programme Sunday Brunch. 
Drinks expert Gareth Evans makes a cocktail for host Tim Lovejoy and guest Una Healy from the 
pop band The Saturdays. 


GE: Gareth Evans  TL: Tim Lovejoy  UH: Una Healy


© WJEC CBAC Ltd.


TL: right ok (.) we’re /gʌnnə/ make some (.) we’re /gʌnnə/ drink some cocktails what’s the first 
one we’re going to drink


GE: right the first one is /ɜ:/ it’s (.) it’s called the Robin Hood Quince1 of Thieves 
 and we’re /gʌnnə/ start off with some /ɜ:/ with some some nice British ingredients (.) so 


this is /ɜ:/ apple cider ↗brandy (.) /ɜ:/ so this is from Somerset (.) this is protected by the 
EU so it’s =


TL:  = only be. you’re making this one here =
GE = yeah I’m making this one (.) only be making this one in the UK (.) we’ve got /ɜ:/  


quince (.) quince liqueur it’s a nice seasonal product at the moment (.) also made in the 
UK //and


TL:	 	 //	↑don’t	taste	yet↑	(.)	↑don’t	taste	yet↑
UH: oh I’m just smelling (.) just // smelling
GE:     // lemon juice (.) which is most certainly not made in the UK 


(.) but /ɜ:/ gives it a nice sourness be. because there’s a lot of sweet things in there (.) 
and we have honey mead which is something that we make ourselves (.) it’s essentially 
fermented (.) honey it’s /ɜ:/ a really kind of old /ɜ:/ old sort of drink which was around /ɜ:/ 
you know hundreds and hundreds of years ago and we’re /traɪɪn/ to sort of // bring it back


TL:     // flagons of 
mead or something =


GE: = yeah exactly (.) trying to sort of bring it back (1) and the idea of it is that it’s (.) you know 
(.) it would be something that Robin Hood and his Merry Men would have been drinking 
in the you know in the forest when they (.) when they were (2) robbing from the rich 


TL: but giving to the poor // so it was ok
GE:    // that’s the important bit 
TL: it was ok /kɒz/ they were just giving it back to the poor
GE: so we’ll give that a good shake
TL: ok (.) whilst you’re shaking cheers


1Quince: a fruit, popular in the Middle Ages, often used in preserves or jams
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